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I. INTRODUCTION
Having full knowledge of 3D geometries of objects is
an important skill for robotic manipulation. However, this
knowledge might not be available for robots operating in
unstructured environments with a limited number of sensors.
The shape completion methods deal with this problem by
estimating the full shape of the object from a partial observation. With the rise of deep learning, a series of methods [1],
[2], [3], [4] addressed the shape completion problem and
achieved impressive results. Following the success of these
methods, the robotics community incorporated these methods
into manipulation [5], [6] to improve the performance of
tasks such as grasping and pick-and-place. While these
methods work well with the in-class objects, they lack
the capability of generalizing to novel shapes. Ideally, a
robot should be able to make sense of an unknown object’s
geometries and reason about the reconstruction quality.
On the other hand, another line of research addresses
the uncertainty estimation in shape completion methods by
leveraging probabilistic models such as Gaussian processes
(GP). Work by [7], [8], [9], [10] has shown that the Gaussian
process can be used to estimate the complete shapes by approximating the signed distance functions (SDF) of objects.
Furthermore, they are able to produce meaningful uncertainty
estimation of unobserved points. The posterior uncertainty is
then used to guide the exploration of the objects to gather
more knowledge via either visual or tactile feedback. These
methods usually use simple geometric primitives priors (e.g.
constant or primitive shape mean functions) which are not
expressive enough to represent a large class of shapes.
Therefore, they require a large number of exploration steps
to successfully produce the complete shape.
To bring the best of the two worlds, we propose a
simple procedure (which we call DeepGPIS) to dramatically
improve the fidelity of Gaussian process implicit surface
estimation by learning informative prior mean functions
parameterizing Gaussian process models over SDF shape
representations. Specifically, we learn an implicit neural
network that represents the SDF of a multiple class of
objects. Later, this network is used as the mean function
of a GP along with a standard radial basis kernel (RBF).
Our approach thus combines the flexibility of learning-based
shape completion methods with the principled uncertainty
quantification and test-time non-parametric adaptability that
Gaussian process regression affords. In particular, we show
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that this method is able to generalize well at test-time to
objects that it was not trained to recognize a priori. This
is important for real-world applications, where robots may
encounter many novel objects in the wild. We validate
DeepGPIS via a series of shape completion experiments and
show that we can achieve improved shape reconstructions
even with unseen classes of shapes.
II. METHODS
Background: Signed-distance function (SDF) is an implicit
shape representation commonly used in robotics. It is defined
as a continuous function that takes spatial points x ∈ R3
and outputs their signed closest distance s ∈ R to object
boundary: SDF (x) = s. The distance is positive for points
outside the object and negative for inside the object. The
zero-level set of this function represents the underlying
surface of the object which in practice can be extracted using
e.g. Marching Cubes. [11]. To be able to represent arbitrarily
shaped objects, Park et al. [3] introduced the DeepSDF where
the SDF is represented by a neural network. Let fθ (z i , x)
be a network that represents the SDF and parameterized by
θ. It takes 3D points x and a latent code z i representing
the shape. During training, the parameters of the network
and the latent codes are optimized jointly using L1 loss and
latent code regularization.
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where N is the number of objects, M is the number of
points per object, si,j is the ground truth SDF value for
the i-th object and j-th point of point and σr is the latent
code regularization term. At inference time, the latent codes
for test objects are found via Maximum-a-Posterior (MAP)
estimation from the observed points of the objects.
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However, we found that the MAP estimation does not
work well in the case of a multi classes of shapes. To
overcome this problem, we trained an encoder (using pretrained ResNet [12]) that takes the depth image and predicts
a latent code: hϕ (Ii ) = ẑ i which is then used to initialize
the MAP estimation (Eq. 2). We train this encoder using L2
loss with respect to the learned latent codes from DeepSDF
training.
The Gaussian process (GP) is a non-parametric and
probabilistic modelling [13] method that is well suited for
continuous functions. A GP can be interpreted as distrubtion

TABLE I
M EAN C HAMFER D ISTANCE AND I NFERENCE T IME - S INGLE V IEW
Models
DeepSDF - Validation Objects
DeepGPIS - Validation Objects
DeepSDF - Test Objects
DeepGPIS - Test Objects

Chamfer distance
0.128
0.050
0.099
0.059

Time (s)
6.65
7.15
6.80
7.22

over functions and it is specified by its mean and kernel
function GP(m(x), k(x, x′ )). It can produce closed-form
posterior distributions to describe uncertainty over shape by
conditioning on the observed points. Naturally, they are good
candidates for modelling SDFs with uncertainty estimation.
The Gaussian Process Implicit Surfaces (GPIS) [13] represents the SDF as a GP(x, k(x, x′ )) where x is the observed
points and x′ are the test points.
Proposed Method: We propose to use a learned mean
function to improve the fidelity and generalization capabilities of GPIS estimation while leveraging the closed-form
uncertainty estimates and non-parametric test-time flexibility
that GP models afford. Formally, we will use a DeepSDF as
the mean function of a GP model along with an RBF kernel.

Fig. 1.
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meshes: X1 and X2 . Given these two point sets, the Chamfer
distance is calculated as follows:
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Dataset: Our dataset is generated using randomly selected
meshes from the ShapeNet [14]. For training and validation,
we use 10 classes where each class has 45 training and
5 validation objects. For the test set, we select 5 different
classes where each class has 5 objects. Similar to [3], we
normalize the meshes to the unit sphere and sample 500000
points inside the sphere. Then, we calculate points’ SDF
values using KDTree. For shape completion experiments, 8
equidistant cameras are placed on the unit-sphere. The depth
images and partial point clouds are saved from these cameras.

where K is the number of sampled points. The first experiment considers only a single view of the object. We calculate
the Chamfer distance for 50 validation objects and 25 test
objects. For each object, we reconstruct the shapes from 8
camera viewpoints resulting in 400 and 200 reconstructions
for validation and test sets,
√ respectively. The mean root
square Chamfer distance d and the mean inference time
are given in Table I . As can be seen from the results, our
proposed method outperforms the DeepSDF baseline by a
large margin in both validation and test sets. This shows that
our method not only generalizes the in-class object but also
can work with out-of-the distribution classes.
In the second experiment, we evaluate our method on
sequential point cloud streams. In this case, the models see
consecutive partial point clouds which are merged with every
new data. Note that we rerun the latent code inference with
every new data since it will estimate a better code with more
coverage of the object. We also condition the DeepGPIS
on the merged data. The Chamfer distance over all the
objects with respect to the number of cameras is shown in
Fig. 1. The results show that our method is able to improve
the reconstruction quality with more data while DeepSDF
struggles to leverage the new data. In both validation and
test object, DeepGPIS produces better results.

Experiments: We evaluate our proposed method on shape
completion experiments where the models see a partial point
cloud and reconstruct the whole shape. Given a depth image,
I, we first predict the initial latent code using the depth
encoder which is followed by the MAP estimation using
Eq. 2. With the estimated latent code, we evaluate the
DeepSDF and DeepGPIS at a 3D grid with 1283 resolution.
Finally, we reconstruct the shape using the Marching Cubes
method. The Chamfer distance is used as the evaluation
metric which measures how close two point sets are to each
other. After reconstructions of the shapes, we sample 100000
points on the surface of the ground truth and estimated

In this work, we combined a powerful deep learning-based
shape representation (DeepSDF) with a probabilistic model
for implicit surfaces (GPIS) which allows us to generate
complete shapes of novel objects and estimate their predictive uncertainties. Through our experiments, we showed
that DeepGPIS outperforms one of the state-of-the-art shape
completion methods. For future work, we would like to
explore an active perception setting where the uncertainty
estimation of shape predictions will be used to find the nextbest-view or next-best-touch to generate complete shapes in
a minimum number of steps.
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where σf is the output-scale and l is the length-scale of the
kernel function. Compared to most prior work, DeepGPIS
will have better inductive biases than what is achieved using
simple primitive mean functions [8]. Moreover, it is able to
fix the bad predictions of vanilla DeepSDF which is a crucial
capability when encountering previously-unknown objects.
III. EXPERIMENTS

IV. CONCLUSIONS
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